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WHO are we?
Southern Gulf NRM is the natural resource management (NRM)
organisation for the Southern Gulf region of north west Queensland.
We work with our partners and the community to protect our region’s
natural resources and maintain the prosperity of industries and
communities that rely on these. The region comprises all the land
whose creeks and rivers run into the south of the Gulf of Carpentaria.
Image: © Jordan Westerhuis
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Securing new funding for the Southern Gulf region is a
major focus of work at Southern Gulf NRM at present.
The Australian Government will shortly announce guidelines
for the Regional Partnerships Program, which is a major
component of the National Landcare Program Phase 2.
Details are not yet available, but the Government has
signalled that it will allocate funds under a procurement
process, whereby NRM groups like ours will need to submit
a tender, potentially in competition with other providers, to
deliver NRM services in the region.
This approach creates particular pressures for a small NRM
organisation like Southern Gulf NRM. To secure the help we
need and to maximise the chance of success in the process,
we have agreed to work in collaboration with all of the 13
other NRM organisations in Queensland to in developing our
funding proposals.
Flowing from this will be a much higher level of cooperation
with other NRM regions in Queensland. On the whole, this is
a very good thing, giving us access to expertise and resources
that we cannot efficiently sustain in our own region.
The Government is emphasising partnerships in the
procurement process. We have already been busy engaging
with the network of NRM stakeholders in the Southern Gulf
region, but would be keen to hear from anyone who would
wish to collaborate in project delivery, in line with the funding
guidelines.

Adding to our busy life is that the Australian Government has
also called for applications under the Smart Farming Grants
Program, with submissions due before Christmas. With our
partners, we have been exploring innovative concepts that
will support our regional producers to adopt best practice
in the management of our pastoral landscape. Again,
partnerships are essential, so be sure to contact us if you
would like to be involved.
While securing funds for our region’s future is vital, so is
delivering our current work program. I am proud that
Southern Gulf NRM staff have kept working hard on delivery,
while contributing their ideas and energy to the development
of new funding proposals. Several of their recent
achievements are detailed elsewhere in this newsletter.
As this is the final newsletter for 2017, let me thank and
congratulate Southern Gulf NRM staff for their hard work
and dedication to the cause of sustainable NRM during the
2017. I am also grateful for the support of the Southern Gulf
NRM Board and for the important contribution of our delivery
partners. Most of all, we must acknowledge the many land
managers in our region who are doing their best to manage
their land and resources to sustainably meet the needs of
current and future generations.
Andrew Maclean
Chief Executive Officer

Front cover photo: Jordan Westerhuis
Winner 2017 Morning Glory photo comp’
Jordan was living and working in Burketown flying
for Savannah Aviation. This photo is from his first
time seeing a Morning Glory! “I just appreciate
my ‘office views’ all the time and enjoy having
Burketown the salt flats and the Albert River all in
the same frame as the cloud formation” said Jordan.
This is his first time entering a photo competition.
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CEO’S update

CHAIR’S update
Here we are in our final 2017 newsletter. Firstly I would like
to thank our CEO Andrew Maclean and all of the team at
Southern Gulf for another year full of great project outcomes.
Despite the limited resources our staff have, to work with,
and the vast distances they must cover in order to reach out
to our community members, they all manage a range of
natural resource management (NRM) projects so effectively.
In doing so, they encourage and assist our community
members to achieve good sustainable outcomes across the
Southern Gulf Catchment.

“
I strongly believe that the
need continues for Southern
Gulf NRM to support the
communities across our region.

I also would like to acknowledge the time and dedication
our directors have committed to working on the board
this past 12 months. Southern Gulf NRM continues to face
financial instability with the steady reduction of funding from
our government investors. We are however, endeavouring
to work hard at the Board level to ensure we are still able
to continue supporting our communities and delivering
projects across the region with locally based project staff. We
are currently considering the options available to us in order
to ensure this continues to occur.
The board will take a strategic approach through any changes
to ensure we stay true to our purpose and our mission which
is to work effectively with our communities to achieve the
best NRM outcomes for the southern gulf region. We will
further build on partnerships with our neighbouring NRM
groups, local producers and Indigenous communities. Thus
enabling us to better engage with our local stakeholders, to
achieve optimal NRM outcomes for the region.
On a whole, we as communities reside in and manage, one of
the greatest potential food bowls in Australia . We also reside
in a landscape full of delicate, intricate and a hugely diverse
range of ecosystems. We all have a role to play in keeping
these important ecosystems diverse and to maintain the
productive capacity of our landscapes. The best way to reach
our region’s potential for farming ,irrigation and to ensure
our extensive grazing systems remain viable and productive
long term, is to always work to maintain the condition of
the landscapes for the protection of our unique ecosystems
and to ensure the best possible production outcomes can be
continued and improved upon.

I strongly believe that the need continues for Southern Gulf
NRM to support the communities across our region who all
depend on natural resources for their economic, cultural and
social aspects of life in the Southern Gulf region.
I wish you all a Merry Christmas and a prosperous and very
wet New Year in 2018.
Megan Munchenberg
Chairperson

SOUTHERNGULF.COM.AU
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In recent decades, reduced proactive fire management
has contributed to an increase in large scale wildfire events
in spinifex country. Southern Gulf NRM is reintroducing
proactive fire management to Calton Hills station with
the focus of safeguarding habitat for the Endangered
Carpentarian Grasswren and property assets. The existing
fuel load will be broken up by numerous, small, controlled
burns implemented by Calton Hills station’s fire management
team and Friendly Fire Ecological Consultants. This practice
will produce a patchy mosaic of new and old growth spinifex
throughout the property.

EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST

Southern Gulf NRM is seeking expressions of interest to
expand this project to support proactive fire management
and in turn reduce the risk of wildfire. For further information
on the current program and the future project scope,
contact Kayler Plant on 07 4743 1888 or email: enviro@
southerngulf.com.au

COMBATTING WILDFIRE

with local collaboration
Mount Isa Rural Fire Brigade’s involvement has already made
the Carpentarian Grasswren project a great success. Recently,
the local volunteers and Queensland Fire and Emergency
Services (QFES) went far beyond their original commitment
of providing valuable accredited fire training and personal
protective equipment to project participants. Although
already providing this generous support, their dedication to
fire safety has also seen the QFES Charters Towers Area Office
loan a firefighting slip-on unit for project use and Mount Isa
Rural Fire Brigade provide an additional slip-on unit and
hand tools for use throughout the project.
Throughout this project, it has been observed that the
dedication and generosity of local Rural Fire groups extends
to providing on-ground support and equipment throughout
the greater region whenever they can. Although the local
Rural Fire Brigades fall within QFES, during this project it
has become apparent just how important local knowledge
and experience is for the success of the larger organisation.
Mount Isa Rural First Officer, Gaven Bunker along with the
support of Fourth Officer Tina Munokoa and Third Officer
David Muston delivered the nationally accredited VMF100
Volunteer Firefighter Minimum Skills training to a group of
project participants on the 8th and 9th of November. Their

experience and knowledge of fire in the local landscape
added immense value to the course which has been
developed to be delivered across the state.
Fire training as part of the National Landcare Program and
Glencore Community Fund North Queensland funded project
to protect spinifex habitat for the Endangered Carpentarian
Grasswren has seen mining companies and beef producers
come together to develop skills to manage wildfire. Although
originally scheduled for Calton Hills staff, further stakeholder
engagement with neighbouring properties quickly saw the
session expand to include participants from a neighbouring
station and mining company that had also identified fire as a
risk to their assets.

Additional info
Want to team up with the Rural Fire Service to
increase your ability to respond to wildfire?
Contact the Queensland Fire and Emergency
Services Northern Region office on 4761 5130
or RFSQ.ChartersTowers@qfes.qld.gov.au
Or go to: www.ruralfire.qld.gov.au

Local Rural Fire Brigades have also benefitted with the
participants signing up to become volunteers through either
the Mount Isa or Spinifex Rural Fire groups. From training
events held as part of the project to date, the 16 individuals
signed up as rural fire volunteers. This increase in volunteers
is of great benefit to the region’s community expanding the
Rural Fire Services reach in the region and capacity to assist
landholders in the event of wildfire.

© (Page 5) Country Pix - Susie
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Forum and AGM OUTCOMES

Andrew Maclean, Cr John
Wharton & Michelle Johnston,
curator, Kronosaurus Korner

Richmond, Tuesday 31 October, 2017

Southern Gulf NRM held its Annual General Meeting (AGM) for
2016-17 in Richmond, reflecting the commitment of the Board
to reach out to communities throughout our vast region.
The Board hosted a community forum in conjunction with
the AGM. Richmond’s event was the third of Southern Gulf
NRM’s community forums. The first was held at Cloncurry
before last year’s AGM and the second at the Hughenden
Show last June. The main objective of the forums is to create
an opportunity for the staff and Directors to meet local
people and learn more of the issues relating to particular
localities. The Southern Gulf region is so vast that it’s
important to identify the variances as well as the synergies
across the region to ensure NRM programs are delivered to
meet community needs.
Guest speakers at the forum were:
• Cr Jane McNamara, Mayor of Flinders Shire Council and a
member of the Northern Australia Advisory Council
• Cr John Wharton, Mayor of Richmond Shire Council
and a member of the Cooperative Research Centre for
Developing Northern Australia
Whilst most people know both guest speakers from their
respective mayoral roles, the Southern Gulf community
may be less familiar with their work with these important
Northern Australia strategies. Participants of the Forum all
said that they gained from hearing their observations about
the respective roles on these broader national projects.

Both speakers were candid about the challenges inherent in
establishing new programs such as these. Their combined
message was that despite controversy about the Adani Mine,
much more is happening and they outlined achievements
in funding, policy development and matching business
opportunities to regional stakeholders. See the two websites
for the latest news, listed below.
In the question and answer sessions and the general forum, a
diverse range of topics were discussed: water management;
prickly acacia control tools; prickly acacia containment lines;
quarantining cattle; the importance of biosecurity at sale
yards; native vegetation management, and erosion.
The information provided by participants was invaluable, as
Southern Gulf NRM looks to the future, developing projects
appropriate to the area.
A big thank you to the Richmond Shire Council and
Kronosaurus Korner for supporting the events. After the
public forum and the AGM, a highlight was the informal and
fun Beer ‘n Bones event at the fossil centre. Interpretation
Manager and Curator, Michelle Johnston and staff made
everyone very welcome, with a tour of the collection. The
atmosphere of being in such a gem of the Richmond Shire for
an evening meal was unforgettable.

To view, or download a copy of the Southern Gulf NRM 2017
Annual Report or Audited Financial Report please go to:
www.southerngulf.com.au/resources/reports
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INCREASING beef production
Maintaining a profitable beef enterprise and sustaining pasture cover while dealing with
drought and the impact of woody weeds is a challenge for large parts of the Southern
Gulf region. John and Susi Bellingham from Clareborough have generously shared their
experience with Southern Gulf NRM, as a case study for the Pastures Partners program.

Innovative new CONTROL OPTIONS
for prickly acacia on display
The recent ‘What’s new in prickly acacia control’ field
day attracted 30 participants at Richmond. The event,
a collaboration of Southern Gulf NRM and Biosecurity
Queensland featured multiple demonstrations and
presentations.

Rounding off the event, Southern Gulf NRM Regional
Landcare Facilitator, Pru Wharton, highlighted upcoming
activities and events being coordinated across the region. The
event gave attendees new options and a lot of information to
consider for their prickly acacia control programs.

Fox Helicopters showed their versatility with both an aerial
demonstration of the SR3 spot applicator making quick work
of scattered prickly acacia as well as a mulcher chewing
through and treating a dense thicket. Robert Hacon exhibited
the rapid fire and reach of the skattergun and emphasised the
benefits of GPS tracking for treatment programs. Morrow Tree
Removal Specialists demonstrated their Marshall Tree Saw
which was able to cut, treat and stack treated trees. The latest
ecological and research trial results were also presented by
Nathan March (Biosecurity Queensland) and Kelsey Hosking
(Tropical Weeds Research Centre).

Funding for the event was provided through the National
Landcare Programme, War on Northern Invasive Weeds
project (Commonwealth Government) and War on Western
Weeds initiative (Queensland Government). New Prickly
Acacia factsheets were co-developed by Southern Gulf NRM
and the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries through
the Queensland government funded War on Western Weeds
initiative. Factsheets are available from: www.southerngulf.
com.au/resources/fact-sheets/ or from Biosecurity
Queensland (call 13 25 23 or visit http://bit.ly/2tZlGT9).

Keith Morrow’s Marshall Tree Saw
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Rober Hacon’s Epple Skattergun,
mounted

Nathan March & Pru Wharton, at
Tranquillity Park gate

Key messages

Background

John sums up Clareborough’s drought recovery with the
following comment: “because we didn’t have many cattle
here at the end of the drought and the start of 2016, it
meant that Mitchell Grass could germinate, endure and
recover. Mitchell Grass needs to be managed well. It cannot
be expected to recover from drought without appropriate
management”.

Clareborough, 65 km south of Richmond, is a property that
is in good order following on from years of drought and dry
seasons and then an excellent season in 2016. The property
plus a section of stock route consists of approximately 8100 ha
(20,000 acres).

Susi said, “During the drought we made some critical
decisions early on. We were fortunate having a second
property in another geographic location and being able to
find agistment at a time when it was in high demand. Because
we had these options we could implement the management
strategies that we did”.

John and Susi Bellingham bought the property in late 1997,
while still concentrating on their fencing/yard building
business and working throughout northwest Queensland
and on the Barkly. This provided them with cashflow to
eventually purchase cattle and develop Clareborough. They
later purchased Salisbury Creek, a property 60 km west of
Condamine to background cattle from Clareborough and
provide a wider range of market options. It proved vital to
their operation during the severe drought years.
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GRAZING land management
John and Susi have always endeavoured to stock
conservatively, preferring to go into summer with adequate
groundcover to preserve land condition. John commented,
“some years it is difficult to achieve good groundcover due to
the tussock nature of Mitchell grass.”

An integrated approach is adopted for prickly acacia control
which includes camels that prevent the spread of seeds;
ground application of chemical; and foliar spraying of young
plants, particularly along old bore drains where a seed bank
still exists.

A set-stocked grazing system is in place, however generally a
couple of paddocks are spelled each wet season.

Drought management

John and Susi are currently participating in the Pasture
Partners program, monitoring the pastures to provide them
with information to improve their grazing management. John
recently attended two workshops - a Grazing BMP workshop
which focused on Grazing Land Management as well as Bull
Selection and Fertility; and a Multi Topic workshop which
focused on Biosecurity and Sustainable Grazing.
Currently two thirds of the paddocks are evenly grazed. Cattle
Paddock which was originally 1644 ha and contained several
channels was fenced into two, parallel to the channels, to
separate Bull Mitchell Grass from the better downs country.
The Curly Mitchell Grass country, in John’s words, “was
previously flogged” while the Bull Mitchell was ungrazed.
Road Paddock, 2138 ha, was also split into two to achieve
more even grazing pressure.
The other third of the property is patch-grazed due to the
changing soils (ashy vs sweeter) and different Mitchell Grasses
(Curly and Bull). Because of their patchy nature and the
number of channels making up Alick Creek, some of these
areas would be too difficult and costly to fence to achieve
more even grazing pressure.
John says, “I am very conscious of the value of soil and the
damage caused by soil erosion. We have been continually
dealing with soil erosion and trying to get on top of it”. They
have hosted two of Southern Gulf NRM’s Erosion Control
workshops by Darryl Hill and have undertaken earthworks to
minimise erosion.

As the drought began to take a grip at Clareborough, John and
Susi quickly implemented drought management strategies
and allowed the property to survive the drought in reasonable
condition. It was able to respond to the excellent season in
2016 which included winter rain and Clareborough has now
returned to a much healthier state.
Key drought management strategies implemented:
• Made decisions early
• Early-weaned down to 70 kg in 2013; and to 50 kg or lower
in 2014
• Breeders were kept in a better Body Condition Score due to
early weaning
• Fed weaners hay and calf pellets until a certain weight then
turned out into paddock, before trucking to Salisbury Creek
• Sent cull cows to meatworks while still in reasonable
condition
• By end of 2014 stocked to 38% of previous summer when
fully stocked
• Sent breeders on agistment in 2014
• Retained low stock numbers on Clareborough until it could
recover (down to only 150 weaner heifers in summer of
2014-2015 and a further 290 weaners in 2015-2016)
• Low stocking rate over 2015-2016 summer allowed two
excellent Mitchell Grass germinations following late
December rain and March rain, however there was very little
Flinders Grass, annuals or other forb species
• Low stocking rates over winter when there was further rain
allowed Mitchell Grass to continue to recover
• Brought back breeders and their weaners from agistment in
late September following excellent 2016 season.
Clareborough DAF trial site fence-line effect in November
2014 showing the pasture condition within 2m of the fence
and outside it. The trial was sown in mid-December 2013.

In July 2017 the Mitchell Grass pasture
within the trial Department of Agriculture
and Fisheries site and in the grazed paddock
adjacent to it, are both in A Land Condition

Clareborough key herd management strategies :
•
•
•
•

Breeder herd – Santa Gertrudis and Santa cross
Four month control mating
All PTEs (Pregnancy Tested Empty) are culled
All PTICs (Pregnancy Tested In Calf) that do not raise a
calf are culled
The enterprise over both properties aims to turn off:
• Steers as heavy feeders averaging 460-470kg
• Cull heifers as heavy feeders averaging 420kg
• Cull cows are segregated, fattened and sent direct to
meatworks

Excellent recovery evident
adjacent to DAF Trial Site
In 2013 the Queensland FutureBeef team established a fenced-off
trial site at Clareborough. The site was in a very poor condition at
the time. Although one section of the site is used to trial improved
pasture species, a section of it is Mitchell Grass pasture which is
now in A Land Condition. The paddock surrounding the trial site
has been well managed because it is also in A Land Condition. It
will be capable of excellent pasture production when a good wet
season arrives. It’s recovery is due to carefully managed grazing
pressure over the four years. That management will now pay
dividends in pasture yield and beef production in the future.

Anne Alison, Rangelands Officer,
assisting Amy Bellingham with the
names of pasture species as she
enters them into the Stocktake Plus
app on a smartphone.

John compares the run of seasons to the motion of a pendulum.
“2013 was enough of a season to scrape through; 2014 was at the
bottom while 2016 was close to the peak, especially with how
the rain fell. This current 2017 season is around the middle of the
pendulum swing”.
Despite their early weaning down to 50 kg or lower :
• All steers and cull heifers reached heavy feeder rates in the
normal timeframe;
• The 150 heifers that remained in 2014 achieved 95% PTIC, had
excellent rejoining results and are now on their second calf.
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Dense spreading prickly acacia below the
dam wall of a Stamford Six property
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Moderately dense seeding prickly acacia
in the backwash of one property dam

“
The sixth property has a
widespread infestation and
a management plan is being
prepared to enable that
property to reduce its prickly
acacia infestations and
become more productive.

STAMFORD SIX

the Prickly Acacia Alliance

Both SGNRM and DCQ have recognised the range of benefits
of groups of properties working together under a single plan
– landholders working more collectively reduces the sense of
isolation, peer support leads to increased continuing control
activities and the landholders choose the investment level
they are able to commit to and the works are prioritised based
on this investment.

What is the Prickly Acacia Alliance?

Southern Gulf NRM and our neighbours, Desert Channels Queensland are
collaborating across regional catchment boundaries under the ‘Stamford
Six’ project which is aiming to progressively eradicate Prickly Acacia.
The Stamford Six comprises six cattle stations in the vicinity
of Stamford, a small settlement situated 100 kilometres
south of Hughenden on the Kennedy Developmental Road.
The six family-owned properties are Eldorado, Stamford
Downs, Stanley Downs, Malakoff Downs, Moonby Downs and
Abbotsford. Prior to this project, the Stamford Six were part
of the Walker-Warianna group that includes two additional
properties to the north – Bareeba and Hazelwood.
Southern Gulf NRM has funded the purchase of herbicide
for weed management activities on these eight properties
to a total of $217,000 since 2005-06. Concentrating on the
Stamford Six members of the larger group, this funding and
considerable in-kind contributions have enabled a range of
treatments including aerial application of herbicide along
boundaries, mechanical clearing of dense infestations along
waterways and in dams, contract herbicide application
and extensive station work cutting and painting, basal bark
spraying and ground application of tebuthiuron pellets.
With this support and the diligent efforts of the property
managers, good progress has been made. Two of the
properties are close to the maintenance stage where only
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minor surveillance and treatment will be required if best
practice management and control of prickly acacia seed
introduction and spread are continued. Three properties are
at an intermediate stage and require an injection of additional
activity and advanced methods to proceed significantly up
the scale over the next five years. The sixth property has a
widespread infestation and a management plan is being
prepared to enable that property to reduce its prickly acacia
infestations and become more productive.

Community NRM organisations - Southern Gulf NRM and
Desert Channels Queensland have aligned with Biosecurity
Queensland to develop a comprehensive program to eradicate
the threat of prickly acacia in western and northwestern
Queensland. The Alliance recognises that more or less the
entire extent of the grasslands of northern and western
Queensland are vulnerable to prickly acacia infestation,
even if currently free of the weed of national significance.
Alliance partners recognise that a consistent, coordinated and
integrated approach to weed is a vitally important basis in our
support of land managers and other partners.
Following planning meetings in Longreach and Cloncurry in
2016 and 2017, the partners agreed to “develop a program
that supports long term localised and regionalised eradication

in the western grasslands of Lake Eyre Basin and Gulf of
Carpentaria catchments with the aim to minimise production,
environmental and social impacts”. So that prickly acacia
management strategies might be better integrated with
extension support for grazing enterprises, officers from
the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries will provide
techniques and incentives to improve the overall condition
and productivity of the property once the weed threat
has been removed. The ongoing collaboration with the
Queensland government departments builds on previous
highly sucesful projects, such as the War on Western Weeds
initiative.

This photo from the dam wall of a densely
infested dam shows the highly scattered
nature of prickly acacia out in the paddocks –
cleaning of prickly acacia from this paddock
will be the responsibility of the landholder

In 2017-18, Southern Gulf NRM (SGNRM) will again provide
$27,500 to the Stamford Six and to the other two WalkerWarianna properties on a shared basis for the purchase of
herbicide to assist in continuation of their fight against prickly
acacia.
Desert Channels Qld (DCQ) will also provide considerable
funding to the Stamford Six properties as agreements are
reached to conduct the highly successful five year program
DCQ has been carrying out on similar groups of properties
since 2013, with the eventual long term aim of prickly acacia
eradication from the participants’ properties.

SOUTHERNGULF.COM.AU
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Southern Gulf NRM at the
Australian RANGELANDS
CONFERENCE
Further reading, relating to Aysha’s comments
(page 14) and Andrew’s recommendations (this
page) is available:
www.austrangesoc.com.au/pages/19th-biennialconference-papers-2017.html

The Australian Rangeland Society aims to promote the science
and art of rangeland management and to foster dialogue
between all those with related interests, both nationally and
internationally.

Papers are in no particular order:

Southern Gulf NRM CEO, Andrew Maclean and Rangelands
Officer, Anne Alison, represented Southern Gulf NRM at the
recent National Rangelands Conference in Port Augusta, South
Australia. Southern Gulf NRM also supported the attendance of
Ms Aysha McCoy from Rainscourt Station with a bursary aimed at
supporting leadership and capacity development in the regional
community.

Building Drought Resilient Regions: Lessons from
Central-Western Queensland, Dr D Phelps; and P Whip
Western Queensland’s Cash Drought – learning
from local town business surveys to inform drought
assistance services and policy for the future; Dr D
Kelly, Dr D Phelps, Rev J Coombes

BURSARY recipient
Miss Aysha McCoy was awarded the
Southern Gulf NRM’s bursary to the
Australian Rangelands Society conference.
The Rangelands conference theme
was “Transition to Transformation”
and was held in September in
Port Augusta, South Australia.
Favourite presenter and why
David Phelps* was certainly by far my favourite presenter
during the conference. His passion for his people and what
he does was absolutely inspirational and really touched my
heart.
I appreciated learning the importance of a ‘positive narrative’,
as well as the importance of being able to recognise the
power of positivity. The concept of the emotional approach
to our own work seemed a bit ‘left field’ at the start and very
unexpected. After listening to many different speakers refer
to this approach or way of thinking, the new idea made sense
as its about us recognising the importance of positive words
to portray our industry in a positive light. As well as inspiring
each other. I now try to focus on being different in my own
way of my thinking about my work and future.
What you took away as worth trying
I really enjoyed listening to Murray Grey, from Glenflorrie
Station. I certainly think mihub - tru test are super tools which
to me would be very beneficial at our fattening block. Might
take a while to set up ideally but is definitely achievable. Along
with setting up telemetry units which I believe could be very
cost efficient.

Aysha McCoy
Favourite research that linked the conference to your
own work
FarmMap4D is a great tool which we have recently started
using for mapping, so always good to listen and pick up more
handy hints and new developments in the program.
Lester Pahl is was interesting as well as entertaining with
his presentation on ‘In search of tropically adapted cattle:
does size really matter’. For me it was a very informative
presentation and relevant to me still learning about our
property south of Croydon. Also a presentation on vegetation
responses to fire history and soil properties was helpful.
Future learning
Not long after seeing something about carbon credits on tv,
it was interesting to hear more about this topic. There is so
much more to learn about this topic.
Conclusion
Being my first experience I thoroughly enjoyed my time at the
conference. It was quite daunting at first but the entire crowd
were very approachable and welcoming. My mother and I
hired a car to drive from Adelaide to Port Augusta which was
more than worth it to get to see some countryside. I thank my
mum for coming along to share the experience. I also thank
Southern Gulf NRM for all they have done for me.
I am overwhelmingly grateful for the opportunity to attend
through the southern gulf bursary.
Aysha McCoy
Rainscourt Stn

The implications of the emerging carbon economy
for the management of the rangelands; J Gavin
Assessing the impacts and opportunities from
carbon farming in western NSW Waters; C Cowie, A
Orgill, S.E Melville, G Garland, F Simpson, M Chappell,
A Paul, K Cockfield, G Grant
Using FarmMaps 4D to improve management of
Indigenous pastoral infrastructure; J Dillon
Quoting from abstract: The FarmMap 4D (FM4D) online
application [formerly known as the NRM Spatial Hub]
was used to deliver information to the remote property
managers. Managers can use FM4D to dynamically
view and overlay map layers, and generate maps and
reports, to support more effective land management
and planning. This single source of information is
accessed by project managers, contractors, and
property managers alike
Tech Tools for Improving Productivity, Profit and
Pasture in the Pastoral Rangelands; M Grey.

Ann presented a poster outlining Southern Gulf NRM’s Pasture
Partners Project, which attracted the interest of many delegates
for the way the project supports producers to monitor and
benchmark the condition of their pastures.
Around 200 delegates attended the conference, representing
industry, government, researchers and the NRM sector from
throughout Australia .
Some papers of particular interest or relevance were:
• Mark Stafford Smith from CSIRO spoke on the theme of
transformation. He encouraged us to find a positive narrative
about rangelands as a basis for leading transformational
change but to accept that change is constant.
• Ian Watson from CSIRO gave a terrific talk about northern
development opportunities. He made the point that although
opportunities for development are scarce in Northern
Australia, it is a very large region, so small things add up. He
referred to potential irrigated cotton development in the gulf
but stressed that extensive grazing will remain the backbone of
agriculture in the region.
• Gaye McKenzie from Rangelands NRM WA gave a very
interesting talk about how they treat NRM as a social process.
Almost all their efforts are structured around supporting other
people and organisations to deliver NRM outcomes. After
prioritising who (people who can make a difference) and where
(people with energy to make change) they follow a three step
process of networking, problem solving and coordination.
As a small organisation operating in a remote region, Southern
Gulf NRM faces particular challenges in ensuring it maintains
knowledge of developments in rangelands management and
other aspects of our work. Attendance at conferences like this is
an important way of achieving this.
Andrew Maclean

*David Phelps Department of Agriculture and Fisheries, Longreach
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“
Quite a reasonable summer ahead
A focussed seasonal climate forecast for Northern Queensland grazing country
With a small La Niña now evident in the Pacific Ocean, history
tells us that in most years like this northern Queensland
receives at least average to above average rainfall, with the
‘strongest signal’ (the great impact) over in the Charters
Towers region and pretty well most areas east from about
Richmond. However, even in other regions the probability
values of getting reasonable falls remains quite high.
The map below actually shows those parts of northern
Queensland with the highest chance of at least getting the
long-term median rainfall for northern Australia and northern
Queensland for the period November to January, 2017/18.
Those regions shaded dark blue have around 70%-80% of
above their respective long-term median rainfall, while those
areas shaded lighter blue have 60%-70% probability of getting
or exceeding their long-term median for this particular period.

Producers into

CLIMATOLOGISTS
© Photo by Esther MacIntyre
L to R: Neil Cliffe, Pru Wharton,
Roger Stone & David Cobon.
Southern Gulf NRM and the University of Southern Queensland
(USQ) partnered in October, to deliver a number of Climate and
Weather workshops in the Southern Gulf region. Professor Roger
Stone, presented on climate and seasonal forecasting relevant to
the region and David Cobon, spoke to the attendees on pasture
growth and management. The Department of Agriculture and
Fisheries Neil Cliffe, facilitated both workshops. The workshops
saw us engage 35 producer, local government and community
groups in the region.
Over a few hours we saw workshop attendees start to
become Climatologist’s as they developed skills and a
better understanding to help manage variable rainfall and
temperatures; variability in the Australian climate; interpret
forecasting products and using forecasting in their business
management plan for future wet or dry session. In attending the
workshops, Professor Roger Stone, has completed a number of
individual six month forecasts for producers who attended, giving
them an indication of what to expect for the upcoming season.
Producers will in turn see an improvement to their businesses,
cattle and grass management. Subsequently, this will provide
the business with a better economic profit and return for any
unforeseeable changes in yearly weather patterns, for example
droughts, floods and natural disasters.
Pru Wharton
Regional Landcare Facilitator

We have also included a figure (below) that shows, as
an example, the chances of getting good pasture growth
at Richmond, given the current La Niña pattern and our
knowledge of the antecedent moisture and the soil types
in the Richmond region. It currently shows 56% chance
of getting well above average pasture growth (that is: 56%
chance of high pasture growth, in the top tercile of possible
values) for the coming November to March period and (just)
a 26% chance of getting well below average pasture growth
of approx. 1700 kg/ha (that is: 26% chance of low pasture
growth, in the bottom tercile of possible values) (– but this is
just for Richmond that we are providing at this stage.

We also need to point out that not all models are showing
such positive indications with the UK Model, ECMWF (Europe)
and even the BoM model still showing around normal
rainfall probability values for this period. We will update
this information at the beginning of December. We can also
supply individual station rainfall forecasts (including chances
of getting any given amount of rainfall – not just above the
median) as required, but through Southern Gulf NRM and Pru
Wharton.
Roger Stone and David Cobon
University of Southern Queensland, Toowoomba
CHANCE OF RICHMOND PASTURE GROWTH
Analysis of historical data (1889 to 2002) using OI Phases: Sep to oct
Leadtime of 0 months. Growth period: Nov to Mar. The SOI phases/
pasture growth relationship for this season is statistically significant
because KW test is above 0.9, and Skill Score (10.7) is above 7.6 (p+0.95).
Source: Rainman StreamFlow

26%

Low (<1124mm)

18%

56%

High (>2398mm)

Medium

Links for further information:
www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/CFSv2/
imagesInd3/nino34Mon.gif (sea surface
temperature forecasts of La Nina and El Nino)
www.cpc.noaa.gov/products/analysis_monitoring/
enso_update/sstweek_c.gif
(latest actual sea surface temperature values)
www.ecmwf.int/en/forecasts/charts/catalogue/
(ECMWF forecasts - persist and search for “Spatial
Maps/Public Charts” (rain)(click the menu on East
Asia)
www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au/
COLA: http://wxmaps.org/pix/prec7.html

Data compiled mid November 2017.
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FLYWAY Network Site
Delegates flock to Gangalidda Country to celebrate the
Nijinda Durlga (Tarrant) Flyway site [EAAF125]
On the 18th October 2017 a ceremony was hosted by the
Gangalidda People in Burketown to celebrate the opening of
the new Flyway Network Site Nijinda Durlga (Tarrant).
The ceremony welcomed representatives from the Australian
Government’s Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
and Queensland Government’s Department of Environment
and Heritage, together with the local community including
Traditional Owners from across the region and participants
from the Savannah Guides School.

SEEKING SEATS out

of natural objects

Local social services agency, Centacare North Queensland
Ltd was fortunate in the last round of funding to receive
support to build a Yarning Circle and Kup Muri Space at the
Sheaffe Street Cloncurry Neighbourhood Centre. This will be
a cultural space for the whole community to enjoy. We have
plans to propagate native plants, welcome visitors to share
skills and stories and encourage community engagement and
activities. Our Communities young people will be supported
with volunteers to start the build over the Christmas holidays.

Situated 30km north of Burketown, the Flyway Network Site
Nijinda Durlga (Tarrant) was nominated by the Gangalidda
People and is the second of its kind supported by the
Carpentaria Land Council Aboriginal Corporation’s (CLCAC)
Land & Environment Program. It joins the KarumbaSmithburne (Delta Downs) Site which was added in December
2014. The inclusion of this second site will provide greater
opportunity for the Gangalidda & Garawa Rangers to conserve
the 38km of coastline that is essential for threatened species,
as well as fulfilling their cultural responsibilities to care for land
and sea country. The nomination of this site illustrates the
proactive steps taken by the Gangalidda People to preserve the
ecological value of their country on a global scale.

Aboriginal Corporation (GGNTAC), Terrence Taylor, Gangalidda
& Garawa Ranger Coordinator, Thomas Wilson, CLCAC
Chairperson, as well as respected ornithologist Roger Jaensch
who has spent significant time working in the region.
Murrandoo Yanner and Terrence Taylor reflected on the
importance of Gangalidda country for migratory shorebirds
and the cultural responsibilities given to Gangalidda & Garawa
Rangers for current and future conservation management.
“The Gangalidda People are proud to have this site recognised
in the Partnership. The successful Tarrant nomination
represents the hard work that our rangers do to make sure
these shorebirds keep coming back” Mr. Yanner.
To read more:
www.eaaflyway.net/delegates-flock-to-gangalidda-country-tocelebrate-the-nijinda-durlga-tarrant-flyway-site-eaaf125/
Terrence Taylor
Gangalidda & Garawa Ranger Coordinator
Printed with permission, from Carpentaria Land Council
Aboriginal Corporation

As part of the ceremony, presentations were led by Murrandoo
Yanner, Chairperson of the Gangalidda & Garawa Native Title

Can you help us with the following? We are seeking 12 slate
rocks and/or tree stumps to use as a form of seating for the
Yarning Circle - they would need to be quite round and quite
large to fit a selection of sized bottoms on them! We are also
looking for Flat rocks, slate rocks and moon rocks - these
would really add to surroundings and landscaping of the
site. Raw materials are what is needed, not finished, polished
items, to keep to the theme of a natural setting. The young
people would make a plaque acknowledging from who and
where these items came.
If you need more information and can support this really
worthy cause, please contact Jo Moore on 47420542 or
jmoore@centacarenq.org.au or come in and see what’s
happening at the Centre.
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Prickly Acacia factsheets co-developed by Southern Gulf NRM and
the Department of Agriculture and Fisheries through the Queensland
Government funded War on Western Weeds initiative available:
www.southerngulf.com.au/resources/fact-sheets

Southern Gulf NRM is supported by:

